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'.

ORDER

The meeting of DPC for promotion to the post of Helper-I under the
(E&M) wing was convened on 21.03.2017 to fill up the vacancies for the year
2016-17, and the recommendation of the DPC in respect of the following
employees for promotion to the post of Helper-I was kept in sealed cover due to
DE pending against them. The DE pending against them has been finalized. Since
the DE has been finalized and nothing is adverse against them, as such, on the
recommendation of the Selection Committee and as approved by the Chairman &
Managing Director, RVPNL, the following Helper-II, are hereby appointed on
promotion to the post of Helper-I, in terms of Regulation No. 28 of the RVPN
TWSR, 1975, against the vacancies of the year 2016-17, w.e.f. 01.04.2016:Sr.
No.

1.
2.

NAME & FATHER'S NAME
Sh.
S/o
Sh.
S/o

Abdul Haleem
Sh. Salam
Manoj Kumar
Sh. Amar Chand

DOB

17.07.1960
26.01.1975

PRESENT PLACE OF
POSTING
XEN (220 KV GSS),
RVPN, SHAWAD.
XEN (220 KV GSS),
RVPN, SAP.

These promotions are subject to submission of affidavit regarding not
having more than two children on or after 01.04.2012 and property statement as on
01.01.2018. The concerned controlling officers are hereby directed to ensure the
compliance of this condition before taking joining and send the compliance report
to the concerned Circle Office.
On promotion, all benefits linked with promotion to the. post of
Helper-I shall be allowed to them notionally w.eJ. 01.04.2016 and actual benefit
shall be allowed to them w.e.f. the date of jo:ning. Their name shall be placed in
the seniority list accordingly.
Consequent upon promotion, the above employees are hereby
posted at the same place/office where they are working presently.
By Order,
.

t:

Gfty~~)
(Pukhraj sen~
Secretary (Admn.)
Copy to the following for information and necessary action:1. CE/ACE (
), RVPN, Jaipur/Ajmer/Jodhpur.
2. Chief Controller of Accounts, RVPN, Jaipur.
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3. Joint Legal Remembrancer, ~VPN, Jaipur.
4. Company Secretary, RVPN, Jaipur.
5. Superintending Engineer (MIS/
), RVPN,
_
6. Controller of IAICAO/Sr. AO/Dy. COA/AO/MO (
),RVPN,
7. DDP/PO (
), RVPN,
_
8. JS/DS/SAIPRO/AS (
, RVPN,
_
9. Executive Engineer (
), RVPN,
_
10. Assistant Engineer (
), RVPN,
_
11. PS to CMD/Dir. (Fin)/TA to Director (Tech.lOpe.), RVPN, Jaipur.
12. Shri
- __
13. Office Order File/Master File.

_

(Amitabh Gupta)
Joint Director Personnel
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